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SUCCESS TH R O U G H  FA ILU R E :
A Tentative Analysis o f the Ideological Roles o f the Educational System

I n t r o d u c t i o n

Recent studies of educational institutions have extensively docu
mented the widespread failure of such institutions in fullfilling their fo- 
mally established function, namely the transmission of knowledge. This 
failure is generally accompanied by a deep seated reluctance on the part 
of teachers and administrators to act in manners best calculated to avo
id it. This paper attem pt to provide an interpretation of this situation, 
by  stressing the social and ideological role of educational institutions 
and their failures.

Using Greek education as a case study, the paper begins by an exa
mination of the facts and the opinions concerning the failures at the 
primary and secondary education levels. It then moves to a considera
tion of failure at the university level. The m ajor part of the paper offers 
a tentative working hypothesis which attempts to perceive the patterns 
of educational failure in the perspective of the functions of education 
in contem porary society and of the changing role of science in it.

TH E FA ILU R E  OF COM PU LSO RY EDUCATION

It is generally accepted that the effectiveness of the Greek educa
tional system is very low and that there is a high proportion of student 
failure at all levels.

In primary and secondary education, the percentage of failure is in
deed quite high. According to the figures of the Greek Statistical Servi
ce (E SY E ), the percentage of failure in the six years of primary educa
tion ranges from 15% in the first grade to 25%  in the sixth. This,despite 
the efforts, since the 1960s, of governmental educational authorities, whi 
ch, through circulars requiring «less strict demands» on the students, 
especially of the schools in agricultural areas, have prom oted a policy
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leading to an artificial decrease in the national percentages for «sem i
literate» persons, in the 6 to 14 age group.

In secondary education, the percentage of failure, leading to aba
ndonment of schooling, was very high until 19791. Over 50% of registe
red pupils had left school two to three years before the formal end of 
studies. No definite statistical data are available for the years since the 
educational reforms. However, a research project currently in process2 
provides some first indications as to the failure percentages during this 
period. A ccording to these findings: a) The dropout rate at the start of 
the first three years of secondary education (which are now com pulsory 
and form the «G ym nasion») is 10%, i.e., 10% of primary school leavers 
do not attend the (com pulsory) first year of the Gymnasion. b )  The 
dropout rate, because of academic failure, in the course of the Gym na
sion is, according to data not yet fully processed, between 20 and 30% .

P e r c e i v e d  C a u s e s  o f  t h e  « N a t u r a l »  F a i l u r e

Perhaps more revealing than failure percentages is the opinion of 
teachers at both the primary and the secondary level. The preliminary 
findings of the above mentioned research project provide some useful 
indications: such teachers were asked the following open-ended questi
on: «W hat do you think are the principal causes of student dropout from 
the first year of the com pulsory Gym nasion?» 38%  said that such failure 
is due to the limited aptitude of pupils because of the low educational 
level of their families and their agricultural environment, which depri
ves them of learning incentives and of information. For over 55% of 
the teachers student failure is attributtable to the incom petence of the 
students; (some typical responses were: «they are the inept ones»; «they  
have low mental ability»; «they don’ t have the mental qualities that 
school requires», etc.).

It is equally suggestive that teachers have been intensely distur

1. U ntil 1975, com pulsory education  was lim ited to the six years o f prim ary 
school. A ccess to  secondary school, w hich also lasted six years, was regulated b y  
entrance exam inations. The reform  measures legislated in 1976-1977, w hose effecti
ve application  srarted in 1979, increased the years o f com pulsory studying to  nine, 
thus covering the first three years o f secondary education , and elim inated entrance 
exam inations.

2. Research project on the constraints to the extention  o f com pulsory  nine- 
year schooling. The project, covering the entire school population  o f the district o f 
Joannina (E pirus), was initiated in 1981 and is expected  to be com pleted b y  the end 
o f 1983. (Research team coord inator, A . F rangoudaki).
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bed by the recent educational reform measures eliminating grading and 
establishing the autom atic prom otion of pupils (i.e., no repeating of the 
same school year) in the six years of prim ary school. An enormous per
centage of 86%  is of the opinion that these measures will bring to the G y- 
mnasion pupils who will not know how to read and write.

It is thus evident that all teachers, even those who point to social 
causes for the failure of pupils, attridute responsability for the failure 
solely to the student and his family environment. Am ong several hun
dreds of responses, not a single one attributed even part of the failure 
to the school itself, its teaching methoods, its curriculum, etc.

Moreover, there is a widespread conviction among Gymnasion tea
chers (over 80%  of responses) that student quality is much lower than 
it was in preceding decades. This conviction does not vary with the tea
chers’ age: younger teachers judge on the basis of student quality at the 
time they were Gymnasion students.

This last point is of particular importance, because this «constant» 
lowering of student levels, along with acceptance of failure as a m atu- 
ral result of the students’ diminished mental abilities, is in obvious co 
ntradiction with the forceful resistance of the educational system to new 
pedagogical methods, noved teaching techniques and to the entire appo- 
roach which, since 1920, looks into the system itself for the causes of 
student failure1.

There is b y  now in Greece a widely accepted interpretation of the 
phenomenon of student failure and of the low level of graduates. This 
interpretation, directly and indirectly expressed, in an extensive litera
ture, is valid up to a certain point. It cogently notes the inadequacies 
of the educational system, the lack of serious government concern, the 
low percentage of GNP devoted to education2, the unmet needs in buil
dings and personnel, and the refusal to inaugurate radical reforms and 
to introduce new methods. Although valid as far as it goes, this interpre
tation is inadequate to account for all facets of the phenomenon. An exa 
mination of student performance at the university level will lead us to 
the further conclusion that this interpretation is misleading, because it 
stresses secondary causes and disregards the most important ones.

1. Greek prim ary school is the m ost traditional in W estern  Europe. In all edu 
cational a ctiv ity  as well as in the form ation  o f teachers, it ignores im pressively m o 
dern psychological and pedagogical learning.

2. Com pare for instance the public expenditure on education  in Greece in 1978 
(2.4% ) w ith that o f Belgium  (6 .9% ), Bulgaria (5 .6% ) Ireland (6 .3% ), Portugal 
(3 .7% ). See U nesco, Statistical Dihest-1981, Paris 1981.
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TH E D IFFE R IN G  PA TTE RN S OF FAILU RE 
A T  TH E  U N IV E R SITY  LEVEL

Failure at the university level varies widely in quantity and qua- 
liry depending on the kind of higher education institution involved. «H i
gh-quality» schools, that is to say those whose diploma has high eco
nom ic and sym bolic value, have a high rate of failure at the point of ent
ry (by means of entrance examinations and a numerus clausus) and a 
negligible one during the course of studies. «L ow -quality» schools1 have 
a much higher rate of attrition and failure, and a much older student 
body.

This differentiation between schools is evident and thus generally 
admitted. The prevailing interpretation, however, especially among uni
versity teachers, attributes it wholly to the differences in student qua 
lity among schools, as manifested by  the restricted restrictive entrance 
examinations, close supervision and consequent high student perform a
nce in high-quality schools. W hat this interpretation disregards is that 
these schools also recruit their students mainly from the upper social 
strata, a phenomenon which is made particularly visible b y  the fact 
that the Greek student population as a whole has a much higher perce
ntage of students from the lower classes than the western European ave
rage2.

Greek universities are marked by  two im portant features: a) There 
is a general com plaint, especially by  university professors, that student 
level is constantly falling; and b ) university language, as an instrument 
for transmission of scientific learning, is remarkably opaque.

There is no systematic study of the opinion of the various groups 
within the university on the level of students and studies. It is however 
com m on, almost a tradition, expressed in the official minutes o f faculty 
meetings and especially in the enormous general literature on university 
affairs, particularly at the time of the annual entrance examinations, to 
find continually and without exception that the student level is «low er». 
Professors assert that the student level is much below their minimal re
quirements; that they have to adapt their grading to the m ediocrity of

1. On this differenciation between high and low  quality uneversity institutions, 
see A . Frangoudaki, «T h e impasse o f educational reform : an in trod uction», Journal 
o f  the Hellenic Diaspora, 1-2, Spring-Sum m er 1981, p. 12.

2. On the debate on whether Greek universities are m ore «d em ocra tic»  than 
W estern  E uropean ones, see the article o f the above footn ote , p. 10-13.
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the m ajority of students; that their students, beyond a negligible m ino
rity, do not meet the most minimal demands for learning skills1.

It is true that there has been a sizable increase in university student 
numbers since 1960, leading to the presence in the universities of a hig
her percentage of students of peasant social origin. This fact can no do
ubt account in part for the finding in question. Yet, assertions concerning 
the «Lowered levels» of student ability and performance, which are by 
no means new, anyway go far beyond what can be explained by such da
ta. They are indeed self-contradictory. For these assertions to be valid, 
student level must have been falling without respite for at least the last 
twenty years. This is in itself highly im probable and runs counter to the 
facts of econom ic and technical developm ent of the country, which ha
ve visibly im proved on the past quarter century. Even the educational 
system, despite its poor condition, is considerably better than it was at 
the start of that period.

To grasp the meaning of this situation one must perceive the coe- 
xistance of contradictory tendencies whithin university faculties. The 
professors’ constant com plaint regarding the worsening levels of stude
nt performance goes together with their indirect but forceful persistance 
in using teaching methods and approaches which show no concern for 
improving student performance. Professors act as if they took it as gi
ven that students should have com e to the universities already in posses
sion of much better learning skills and they m evely find that students do 
not. Moreover, following a long tradition of ex cathedra teaching, 
university professors, in their large m ajority, resist all attempts at 
introducing orher teaching methods. They relegate low level teaching 
personnel, usually still lacking the doctorate, to classes utilizing more 
active methods of student-teacher interaction (such as the «travaux 
pratiques», etc.), which they consider beneath their dignity, precisely 
because such classes and methods are too school-like. Thus, whice attac- 
king-sometimes very violently-the constantly lowering level of student 
performance, university professors refuse as a rule to change their teac
hing in the manners best designed to help raise it.

The second feature of the university situation mentioned above, the 
opacity of the university language, makes manifest the same contradi
ctory, although not necessarily conscious, attitude and communicates 
the same message.

1. See for instance, the newspapers and m agazines for  the period 1978-1981 
covering the general debate in all Greek universities concerning the new law  on h ig
her education  and exam ination problem s.
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This feature may best be approached through the study of an in
teresting, indeed revealing recent phenomenon1. In the last three deca
des, roughly since the end of the civil war (1949), a popular approach to 
the interpretation of social phenomena in Greece has been to refer to 
the prom otion by social institutions of definite politically reactionary 
aims. The opacity of university language and of the language of politi
cal power in general (which until 1974 was a purist form of written lan
guage, Katharevousa) was thus construed as an intentional effort to 
prom ote and defend the social and ideological interests of the ruling clas
ses. Since 1974, largely because of the overwhelm ing condam nation of 
the military dictatorship (1967-1974) by all political and social groups, 
even the conservative ones, Greece has entered a period of bourgeois li
beralism. In the universities this has led to substantial changes, one of 
which is the presence among the teachers of left wing, marxist and radi
cal intellectuals (something that was inconceivable twenty years ago).

In the context now of our particular subject here, we note that the 
scholarly, university language of these social scientists belonging to the 
left is as opaque as the much-critisized traditional university language 
of conservatives. It is an artificial language, intensely inflationary, full 
of rare or unknown words and terms, using peculiar forms of syntax. It 
indulges in a multitude of im plicit references, eliptical formulations and 
newly translated terms from foreign languages, differently translated by 
each writer. An abuse of direct and indirect references to foreign autho
rities, not only in the discipline at issue in each case but also in related 
disciplines, is manifested in part by  a cult of footnotes and an exafera- 
ted use of abbreviations and symbols. In short, it is a precious and cont
rived language, difficult and unclear, a language which frightens the re
ader Blecause it is inaccessible. It is a secret language which refuses 
to give to the reader (or listener) the necessary keys for its deciphering, 
and indeed discourages him in any search for the inform ational message 
it m ay contain.

The use of this language not only by the traditional conservative 
but also by  the contem porary marxist and radical intellectuals is highly 
significant, especially in a country where for a long time, because of hi
storical and political reasons, the use of an inaccessible language (i.e., 
katharevousa) has been identified with elitist and authoritarian attitu
des. It is ironic that during all that period the marxist glossary played

1. See A . Frangoudaki, «T h e  reactionary language o f progressive intellectuals», 
in the Festschrift in m em ory o f F. A postolopou los (in press).
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the role of a revelatory language, bringing out in the open the interests 
hiding behind the verbiage of intellectual and political authority.

If the effectiveness of language is measured by  the amount of in
form ation it communicates, the language o f university teachers, inclu
ding left wing ones, cannot be said to be effective. Here too, university 
teachers seem to assume that the artificial language they are using shou
ld be autom atically understood by  their students. This despite their rea
lizing from every day experience the im perfect understanding and the 
even more im perfect utilization of that language by  the students.

T h e  b e l i e f  i n  n a t u r a l  e n d o w m e n t s

From the summary survey of recent Greek experience we may keep 
the following in mind: a) Primary and secondary education teachers, in 
their great m ajority, consider that student failure in school is a natural 
consequence of the cognitive inadequacy of those who fail; b )  They 
perceive reform measures abolishing grading, etc., as giving the incom 
petent access to the Gymnasion; c )  They hold that student levels are 
lower that in the past. Moreover, d ) university teachers, for their part, 
while constantly asserting that student levels are becom ing lower, sys
tem atically refuse to act in a rationally effective manner to im prove that 
situation.

The Creek experience in this domain, despite its peculiarities, does 
not radically differ from that of other countries, especially industrially 
advanced ones. The low levels o f students and school diplomas cannot 
be attributed primarily to social conditions and to the country’ s limi
ted econom ic developm ent. The educational institutions, through the 
selection of com petent and incompetent students in the early years of 
schooling and through the elitist behaviour of university authorities, cul
tivate and reproduces the deeply rooted belief in innate intelligence, di
ligently searching for signs of natural superiority in their students, on 
which will depend their expulsion from or their acceptance in the tem 
ple of learning.

W e may thus state the following hypothesis: the educational system 
does not fulfill what is the theoretically its sole aim,' the transmission of 
knowledge, not because of incidental faults and weaknedsses, but in 
accordance with its predominant logic. The question follows whether 
in so «failing», the educational system fulfills other aims within a 
given society.
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If by  knowledge we mean scientific knowledge, and if we define sci
entific knowledge as the point in the understanding and control over 
the natural and social evironment reached by  a particular society at a 
specific moment, then the transmission of knowledge involves the crea
tion of an increasing capability for understanding and controlling the 
natural and social environment. It is obvious that, judged on the basis 
o f such criteria, the educational system does not transmit knowledge.

W hile scientific knowledge in today ’ s concrete society involves going 
beyond Rousseau’ s interpretation of equality and social hierarchy, so
ciological research having established that natural inequalities are fun
damentally social ones, the educational system reproduces impressively 
the ideology of natural differences. That is to say, the knowledge tran- 
mitted by  the educational system ignores scientific findings.

There is a fundamental paradox in the position of today ’ s educa
tional institutions: to begin with, they faie in the fulfillment their sole 
explicit aim, which legitimizes their existence, nam ely the transmission 
of knowledge. Yet, we find that at all its levels (although m ost obviou
sly at the lower levels) the educational system limits itself to  sorting 
the members of the younger generations, determining in a multitude of 
ways those who are incapable of learning. The transmission of knowle
dge becom es allocation of incompetences, justified by resorting to the 
theory of natural inequality. This allocation of incompetences is not mis
sing even at the highest level of the system, presumably directed at tho
se who are already found to be naturally endowed. A t that level indeed 
the com plicity of teachers and taught in the great misunderstanding 
acted out in the ritual of university teaching becomes obvious: while the 
avowed aim of the ritual is the transmission of knowledge, the entire re
lationship between the teacher-holder of knowledge and the the student, 
the apprentice magician, seems constructed in the manner best calcula
ted to obstruct the com m unication o f information messages.

A  caveat is in order at this point. One of the causes for the failure 
of the educational process lies in the inadequacies of institutions and 
teachers. Y et, the phenomenon should not be attributed solely or pri
marily to such inadequacies. The university teacher’ s conduct, his use 
of a secret language and his rejection of more effective methods, may 
be useful for hiding his incom petence or insecurity. Nonetheless, there 
is no causal connection there. W e find the same conduct even in the pre
sence of high scholarly quality and com petence. One might indeed argue
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that high quality more often prom ote such conduct. It is not the low evel 
of scholarly achievement that creates the contrast between the aims and 
the outcom e in educational institutions.

A  second caveat points in a different direction. Modern marxist the
ory has led to the conclusion that the educational system in advanced 
capitalist society plays a determining role in the reproduction of the 
dominant ideology. The trouble is that this fruitful conclusion often fu
nctions in Greek society as a self-evident truth, a com m onplace that 
impedes the analysis and understanding of reality. One may even read, 
in an official governmental text, the disarmingly naive if not intentio
nally misleading formulation that an educational system is needed «w hi
ch will not reproduce the dominant ideology».

The question remains. If teaching is a ritual which decreases to a 
minimum the effectiveness o f com m unication, as if com munication  o f 
knowledge were not its aim, what is in fact its aim ?

W e know that the educational system transmits not only certain 
technical knowledge, from reading and writing to theoretical physics and 
commercial law, but also a certain ideology, that is to say the princi
ples for the acceptance of the social division of labour. It is indeed argua
ble that acceptance of the social division of labour is the primary fun
ction of the educational system and not a second or even a co-equal one. 
The lack of effectiveness of the educational system, in terms of its for
mally avowed function, m ay thus point to its more basic function, may 
make manifest another, unavowed role of educational institutions, fun
damentally a role of social conservation.

This role has taken new forms in our times, and it is to these new 
forms that we shall now turn. The work of several contem porary thin
kers, sociologists, political scientists and educational experts may help 
us to find the direction o f these changes.

In the United States, the so called conflict theories in sociology and 
the work of Pierre Bourdieu and his collaborators in Europe lead to pa- 
ralel conclusions that the educational system, through its apparent me
ritocratic processes of selection, legitimizes social, racial and gender ine
qualities. Samuel. Bowles and Herbert Gintis, on the other hand, see the 
effectiveness of the educational system not so much in the conscious in
tentions of teachers and government authorities, as in the close relation
ship between social authority and control relations in the labor market 
and in school1.

1. S. Bowles, H . Gintis, Schooling in capitelist America, Basic B ooks, N ew  Y ork 
1976, especially the chapters 1 and 9.
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Tw enty five years ago Herbert Marcuse found that we live in a pe
riod where the exercise of power, class domination, has taken new forms. 
Power has becom e much more «rational» and knowledge has a great part 
in the exercise of power. The dangers to the existence and the perpetation 
tion of the social system, which had their origin in the generally known 
and scientifically documented struggle between social classes, gave bir
th to state intervention. The state aiming now at the stability and gro
wth of the econom y, gives a different role to politics1. To the same effe
ct, Jurgen Habermas has shown that state power through the realloca
tion of resources in favour of the lower classes changes the level of social 
conflict which no longer has the form of class conflict. In the process, the 
production of knowledge and econom ic developm ent becom e intim ately 
related, as highly developed technology is the m oving force of production 
and such technology is directly related to science and the production of 
knowledge2. The continuing growth of productive forces depends on sci
entific and technological progress. Finally, state intervention transfor
ms political action into a constant effort to  rem ove the disfunctions which 
could endanger the social system. And this is done to  a great extent by 
experts, the specialists, the institutionally established possessors of kno
wledge.

A t its upper ranks the educational system, instance de production  
des producteurs, as Bourdieu put it, is with respect to its result contrary 
to  technocratic logic. Its basic social role is that it «exercises a strictly 
magic effectiveness of consacration», as the most effective education do
es not do anything else «that teach the fish how to swim »3.

Elsewhere Bourdieu has referred to no less than «racism of intelli
gence». One of the nost subtle, the most unrecognizable forms of racism, 
therefore one of the most rarely denounced. And he goes on to refer to 
it as «class racism». The members of the upper strata of the ruling class 
«feel justified to exist as dom inant - they consider themselves of a su
perior essence». And in this line of thinking he holds that school degrees, 
as guarantees of the intelligence, «have taken the plase of ancient titles 
(nobility or property) as far as access itself to the positions of econom ic

1. H . M arcuse, «Trieblehre und F reiheit», in Freund in der Gegenwart, Fran
kfurter Beitruho zur Sociologie, vol. V I, Frankfurt 1957.

2. J . H aberm as, La technique te la science comme ideologie D enoel G onthier, 
Paris 1973 (1st germ an edition : Frankfurt 1968).

3. P . Bourdieu, «E preuve scolaire et consecration  sociale: les classes preparatoi- 
res aux grandes ecoles», Actes de la recherche en Sciences Soeiales, 39, Septem ber 
1981, p . 3.
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power is concerned»1.
It is im portant to attem pt to elucidate further the particular forms 

that the ideology of the educational system takes in our days. W e have 
noted that at the university level the professor sacrifices the effective
ness of his teaching, essentially the transmission of knowledge, because 
he participates in a ritual which indirectly transmits the message that 
Science is inaccessible to mediocre minds. Scientists and intellectuals see 
themselves as a social group which owes its social status not to birth 
or m oney or power but to intelligence. They perceive this not nearly as 
legitimizing their social status but as im plying that they, as servants of 
Science and Knowledge, constitute the only persons who are genuinely 
neutral in terms of social conflict.
This belief in a Science which is above social conflict is a return to long 
refuted approaches to the understanding of society. It is impossible to 
contest today that knowledge and science are social phenomena, deter
mined by  the historical conditions prevalent in the particular society at 
a particular moment. To hold scientific knowledge and expertise above 
history and society is to destroy the very basis of scientific understan
ding of social phenomena.

The very belief in the neutrality of science plays a definite role in 
the social and political relations of our time. It legitimizes the use of 
scientific conclusions in social practice to an extent that would not be 
feasible if their historically determined character were acknowledged. The 
superior, independant and objective specialist is not himself involved 
in the social uses of his findings; at most he m ay discover belatedly their 
political use and be led to a crisis of conscience. Like a modern knight, 
he faces, alone and unprejudiced, the great questions of matter and ide
as. In this manner, he is the necessary accom plice in excluding citizens 
from a role in decisions affecting their life and vital interests. The notion 
of social usefulness of knowledge disappears and the citizen increasing
ly cedes his right to decide to those who know and therefore are able to 
decide in his place.

In these matters, the institutionalized and officially consecrated kno
wledge produced and reproduced by  the educational system plays an 
essential role. The state intervention, which transforms political praxis 
into an effort to evade or defer disfunctions which might place the sy
stem in danger, is largely executed by  specialists. Political power is exe

1. P . B ourdieu, Questious de Sociologie, Les editions de M inuit, Paris 1980, p. 
264-265.

2 3
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rcised in the name of the expert, the one who knows, thus bringing abo
ut a dual outcom e: power and its exercise are legitimated - is there any
thing fairer than for power to be in the hands of those who know? A t 
the same time it makes a critical intervention by  the citizens impossible, 
for they recognize themselves as non-experts. Political power thus lo
ses some of the features of bourgeois elected authority and, in the name 
of science, acquires charismatic traits.

It looks as if by  means of the cult of science and of the loss of the no
tion of social usefulness of knowledge we are imperceptibly going back 
to an ideology of nature, such as that contested by John Locke and J.J. 
Rousseau. Through acceptance of the neutrality of science and of an eli
tist ideology, through the reign of experts possessing innate intelligence, 
we seem to be m oving backwards, long before Diderot stated in the ar
ticle on Authority of the Encyclopedie: «Aucun homme n ’a recju de la 
nature le droit de com mander aux autres».

Science itself is used in our times to reproduce ideology1. W e are 
referring here neither to the direct political exploitation of science, m a
nifested in the notorious Project Gamelot affair, nor to the conscious ide
ological efforts to defend definite political theories and social attitudes, 
mainly b y  social scientists, as in the case of Arthur Jensen’ s conclusion2. 
W hat we are talking about is the indirect transformation of scientific kno
wledge into ideology, in such a manner as to undermine already establi
shed learning concerning social reality. Knowledge becomes a value in 
itself, totally independent from any usefulness for the social groups. Th
rough its impressive achievements, it assumes the form of the progress of 
mankind. In today ’ s nuclear labovatories and space research centers an 
old ideology revives, an idealistic conception of Human Nature, of the 
universal and atemporal notion of Man. Thus, science cultivates and st
rengthens the prescientific way of thinking, which attribute to man cha
racteristics that are not historical, not social, but eternal - and this not

1. The term  ideology  is used here in the sense prevalent since Feuerbach and 
M arx, as a w ay of thought calculated, deliberately or not, to hide the exercise o f p o 
w er, along w ith  the nuance added b y  M ax W eber and w hich involves legitim izing the 
exercise o f pow er.

2. On this top ic , see Philip Green, The pursuit o f  tnequality, Pantheon B ooks, 
N ew T ork  1981. This is, in m y view , the best analysis o f the social causation o f the 
com ing in to being and dissem ination of the racist conclusion o f the jensenian app
roach . A lso, Creen makes a particu larly tim ely and interesting prophecy : A ccord in g 
to  h im  the revendication o f the equality  o f the sexes, in the form s it has taken in A - 
merican society , will bring about sim ilar attem pts at a «sc ien tific»  dem onstration 
o f the natutal inferiority o f w om en.
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through the haze of prescientific perception, but through the magnifi
cation of electronic microscopes.

The very conception of society inherent in the idealistic conception 
of Man involves a return to a vision of society, out dated since Emile Du- 
rkheim, according to which society is an aggregation of individuals. The 
existence and role of social classes is generally accepted today; through 
state intervention, however, and through reallocation of social ressour- 
ces with a view to the transposition of social conflict from the class level 
to other levels, as well as through the ideology of the progress of Man
kind, the conflictual coexistence of social classes is indirectly prom oted 
in a neoparetian logic of the natural presence of rulers and ruled, leaders 
and masses in every society.

The com bination of the charismatic character of the expert intelle
ctual of our time and the ideology of the progress of mankind gives to 
the intellectuals as social group additional force in their role, according 
to Antonio Gramsci, of «m ediators» between the hegemonic strata of the 
ruling class and the dominated classes, with a view to the latter’ s con
sent. The role of the educational system is once again essential: Beyond 
the reproduction of the social division of labour, educational institutions 
especially at the highest levels of their pyramid, play a role of social con
servation, through the caste neutrality cultivated in the social stratum 
of «superior» and «independent» individuals, the intellectuals, as well 
as through the absolute value and ahistorical ob jectiv ity  attributed to 
science.

The phenomenon of the use of science for the reproduction of ideo
logy with a view to the exercise of political power is not one that is limi
ted to a few only industrial societies. On the basis of what has been ar
gued here, political power in contem porary capitalist society has assu
med new forms, has been «rationalized», using experts for its exercise 
and to neutralize the critical intervention of citizens. The fundamental 
outcom e of these processes is the perpetuation and reproduction of the 
specific social structures. Such perpetuation is im plicitly based on a m y
th cultivated by all these new forms of power, the m yth of the end of 
radical social changes in history. The list of possible societies has been ex 
hausted, our technological society is the last stage of human social evol
ution.

This message however does not come solely from the scientific and 
ideological power centers of capitalism. The message is also trasmitted 
and indeed strengthened from the socialist countries and the m ajority 
of the com munist forces in the west. The idea that societies can no Ion-
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ger be radically transformed, an idea of enormous political significance, 
is reinforced by the manner in which authorities in socialist countries 
deal with social conflicts within their own societies: they approach them 
as if they were natural accidental phenomena which disturb the social 
equilibrium and impede the inevitable linear march of society towards 
progress. To the critiques concerning the existence of social conflicts, 
inequalities and oppression in existing socialist societies, the response 
is that every objection is futile, if not suspect, because there is no choi
ce, since we can only choose among models of existing societies. Is not 
this essentially the same message, that the list of historical societies is 
exhausted? But if the list is exhausted, then history has stopped. This 
conclusion seems once more like an ideology prom oted with the instr
uments of science; the end of history is declared in the name of histori
cal science, not to say in the name of its founder.

INSTEAD OF A  CONCLUSION

The educational system has a dual function: the transmission of 
knowledge and that of ideology. The ideological function involving the 
reproduction of the social division of labour and the perpetuation of 
the social equilibrium, has always had first priority.

Today, education and science play a role which is more im portant 
than ever for the conservation of social stuctures. It has been argued in 
this paper that the phenomena which at first glance appear as inadequa
cies and failures of the educational system, can be best understood when 
seen in this context. It becomes then evident that the failures of educa
tional institutions have significant social and ideological uses. They in
volve contruction of a model of the exceptional person who possesses na
tural superiority in the guise of innate intelligence and thus allow the 
exercise of political power in the name of such charismatic individuals, 
displacing the possible political intervention of inexpert citizens.

An implicit conclusion from this line of argument is that social con
flict takes place today more than ever in the realm of ideas. Knowledge 
has today greater effective power than it had in the 19th century.


